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INTRODUCTION
Since antimicrobial agents were first developed,
microorganisms have been acquiring resistance to
them. In the case of Staphylococcus aureus, resistance
to methicillin, called methicillin-resistant
Staphylococcus aureus, or MRSA, was first reported in
1961, shortly after semisynthetic penicillins were
introduced.1 Paradoxically, MRSA was considered to
be rare and of doubtful clinical significance at that
time.2 This monograph will explore the epidemiology
of MRSA and how it has evolved to become a major
public health concern. This monograph will also
explore the impact of MRSA infection on the cost
of healthcare and utilization of resources, and the
components that drive the burden of MRSA
infection. Additionally, we will discuss the economic
implications of various alternatives for treating
MRSA, and provide scenarios in which novel
antimicrobial options may be cost-effective despite
initially higher pharmacy acquisition costs.

EVOLVING EPIDEMIOLOGY

OF

MRSA

Isolates of MRSA were initially recovered in hospitals;
the first isolate was detected at a hospital in the
United Kingdom.1 Within a few years, MRSA was
found in other European countries, Japan, and
Australia,3 and the first isolate in the United States
was discovered at Boston City Hospital.4 By the late
1980s, MRSA had become endemic in many hospitals, according to results from large surveillance studies such as the National Nosocomial Infections
Surveillance (NNIS)5 conducted by the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). In the United
States hospitals, the proportion of S aureus isolated
that was resistant to methicillin rose from 2.4% in
1975 to 29% in 19916; the proportion of MRSA
continued to increase during the next decade and
rose by approximately 3% per year in intensive care
units (ICUs) between 1992 and 2003.7 The mean was
59.5% in ICUs in 2003, reflecting an 11% overall
increase, compared with the time period from 1998
through 2002.5 In a surveillance study conducted
from 2000 through 2002,8 the proportion of MRSA
was also high, but variable, in ICUs in other industrialized countries, ranging from 21% in Germany to
59% in Italy, but only 20% in Canada.
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Recent results from inpatient isolates confirm that
the highest proportion of MRSA occurs in ICUs, but
MRSA is also prevalent in other areas of the hospital.
The pooled mean was 53% in ICUs, 46% in non-ICUs,
and 31% in outpatient areas, according to NNIS
data collected from 1998 through 2004.5 In 2005,
MRSA rates rose to 59% in ICUs, 55% in non-ICUs,
and 48% in outpatient areas, according to The
Surveillance Network-USA.9
MRSA causes infections in patients of all ages
throughout the United States, as demonstrated by
an NNIS analysis of hospitalizations from 1999 to
2000.10 The estimated annual occurrence of MRSA
infection was 125,969, accounting for 43.2% of
S aureus infections and 3.95 of every 1000
discharges. Between 1999 and 2000, MRSA
accounted for 13.1 of every 1000 discharges for
children aged 14 years and younger, and
progressively increased with age (P<.05) to 63.3 of
every 1000 discharges for patients aged 65 or older.
Regionally, MRSA-related hospitalizations were
highest in the US South, 4.45 for every 1000
discharges; followed by the Midwest (3.94/1000),
the Northeast (3.52/1000), and the West (2.84/1000).
MRSA can cause many types of infections; the
most common are bloodstream infections (25% of
S aureus) and pneumonia (24%), and the remaining
51% of MRSA infections are wound and other
postoperative infections, cellulitis or abscess,
implanted device or graft infections, and urinary
tract infections.9,10
The most recent epidemiologic change is the rapid
emergence of MRSA in the community since the late
1990s.3,11,12 Unlike previous antibiotic resistance
organisms that are first detected in the hospital prior
to the community setting, the strains responsible for
community-acquired MRSA (CA-MRSA) infection
appear to have arisen from non-healthcare sources,
and display characteristics that distinguish them
from strains associated with healthcare-associated
(HA-MRSA) infections by producing cytotoxins that
cause tissue necrosis and leukocyte destruction,13
as well as a host of virulence factors that may
convey pathogenic advantages.14 At first, CA-MRSA
infections were limited to selected populations, such
as children, Alaskan Natives, Native Americans,
Pacific Islanders, prisoners, military personnel, and
members of athletic teams.13 However, CA-MRSA
infections have become common in the general
population, necessitating changes to the therapeutic
approach, such as culturing skin lesions to determine
whether MRSA is present.3,11,12

IMPACT

OF

MRSA

ON

OUTCOME

The impact of MRSA on the cost of healthcare and
on resource utilization depends on the outcome
ISMR Update

being measured, the perspective taken from which
one evaluates costs, the reference group employed
for the comparison, and efforts made to control
other potential confounding factors.15-17 Mortality is
an example of an outcome that appears to be
straightforward, but can be measured in different
ways, eg, as deaths that occur during hospitalization
that are attributable to infection, or as all-cause
mortality up to a predefined time after hospital
discharge. The differences in these 2 measures of
mortality can impact conclusions drawn from clinical
and economic studies. Morbidity is another outcome
that can be measured in different ways, such as
length of hospitalization, need for care in an ICU,
need for surgery or other intervention, patient activity
level at discharge, or patient functional status.15-17
Outcomes also differ depending on perspective,
as is often the case in cost analysis. The central
question in any cost analysis is: cost to whom?
The issue of perspective is a key component in all
economic analyses, which are often performed from
the perspective of hospitals or third-party payers.
It is also important to consider the constraints of a
given economic analysis and consider alternative
perspectives. For example, an intervention may
appear to be cost-effective or even cost-saving to
an institution because it shifts costs to a third-party
payer. For the payer, however, the same intervention
that is attractive to an institution may be less than
optimal from an overall disease management
perspective. Furthermore, these 2 perspectives
do not account for the perspective of the patient,
which includes the burden of requiring care in an
isolation room, lost time from work and family due
to prolonged hospitalization, recovery period,
and long-term consequences of MRSA infection.
To address the patient perspective, formal
recommendations for the conduct of cost-effectiveness analyses encourage adoption of a societal
perspective. Utilization of a common societal
perspective can also facilitate comparisons across
alternatives. In critical care and infectious disease
outcomes research, however, a societal perspective
poses specific challenges; as one review notes,
“The societal perspective forces consideration of
outcomes and costs not usually considered in critical
care studies and a time horizon longer than most
critical care studies.”
Another factor that influences the impact of MRSA
is the choice of patients who serve as a reference
or control group for the purpose of a comparative
analysis. For example, MRSA-infected patients can
be compared with patients who are infected with
methicillin-susceptible S aureus (MSSA),18 those who
are colonized with MRSA, or those who are not
infected. Underlying severity of illness, comorbidities,
and length of hospitalization before onset of
infection also serve as confounding factors.15,16

severity of illness. Two recent meta-analyses
provide evidence of increased mortality in patients
with MRSA infection relative to those with MSSA
infection. Whitby and colleagues19 pooled data from
9 studies comprising a total of more than 2000
patients. MRSA infection was associated with
approximately a twofold increased risk of mortality,
regardless of whether risk was calculated by the
fixed-effect method (relative risk [RR], 2.12) or the
random-effect method (RR, 2.03; P<.001 for both
methods). Cosgrove and colleagues20 pooled
data from 31 studies describing a total of nearly
4000 patients. As with the Whitby meta-analysis,
MRSA infection was associated with approximately
a twofold increased risk of mortality (pooled,
unadjusted odds ratio [OR], 1.93; P<.001). To
counterbalance heterogeneity among studies,
Cosgrove and colleagues20 performed subgroup
analyses, including a group that only contained
studies that controlled for disease severity, and
found that the increased mortality rate persisted
after adjusting for comorbidities or severity of illness.
In all of these subgroup analyses, the odds ratio
between MRSA and death consistently remained at
1.56 to 2.2, and association between MRSA and
mortality persisted even when adjustments were
made for severity of illness. Based on their findings,
the authors cited type II error as the primary reason
for heterogeneity among results of previous S aureus
bacteremia outcomes studies.*
MRSA infection is also associated with increased
mortality in patients with other types of infection.
Engemann and colleagues18 performed a cohort
study of nearly 500 hospitalized patients who
had surgical site infections. MRSA infection was
associated with a 12-fold increase in 90-day mortality
risk relative to no infection (OR, 12.3; P<.001) and
fourfold increased risk relative to MSSA infection
(OR, 3.6; P<.001); the latter remained significant
after adjusting for age, severity of illness, and long
duration of surgery (adjusted OR, 3.4; P=.003),
similar to the findings of Cosgrove20 in bacteremia.
Metkontso-Dessap and colleagues21 analyzed 41
hospitalized patients who had poststernotomy
mediastinitis due to S aureus; MRSA infection was
associated with a fivefold increased risk of mortality
relative to MSSA infection and was the only independent risk factor for overall mortality (OR, 4.6; P=.04).

MORBIDITY

IN THE

HOSPITAL

Findings from recently published studies comprising
at least 100 patients confirm that MRSA infection is
associated with increased morbidity relative to MSSA
infection (Table).18,22-25 Data from different studies
are highly variable partly because of differences in
patient populations and study design; for example,
the longest duration of stay occurred in patients
who were in ICUs and who had ventilator-associated
pneumonia.25 The highest economic burden
occurred when charges to patients were used

MORTALITY
The impact of MRSA infection on mortality has been
studied primarily in patients with bacteremia.16 Initial
studies yielded conflicting results, prompting a
debate over whether MRSA truly increases mortality
or whether patients with MRSA infections are more
likely to die because of underlying comorbidities and
ISMR Update

*Errors in the statistical analysis of data can be broadly divided into 2
categories. Type I errors occur when there is no real difference between
groups, but the analysis indicates that a difference exists. A type II error
is the failure to detect a significant difference when one really does exist.
Both error types have their origins in the design of the statistical analysis
used for a given study and/or the characteristics of the study population
being analyzed.
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Table. Impact of MRSA Infection on Morbidity as Measured by Mean Length of Stay
and Hospital Cost, Odds Ratio, and Attributable Morbidity
Number of Patients With
MRSA/MSSA Infection

MRSA vs MSSA (P value)
LOS (days)

Cost ($)

Cosgrove 200522

96/252
Bacteremia

9 vs 7 (.045)*
OR, 1.29 (.016)†
Attributable LOS, 2.2

14,655 vs 10,655 (.008)*
OR, 1.36 (.017)†
Attributable cost, 3836

Engemann 200318

127/173
Surgical site infection

22 vs 13 (.001)
OR, 1.2 (.11)†
Attributable LOS, 2.6

118,415 vs 73,165 (.001)‡
OR, 1.19 (.03)†
Attributable charge, 13,901

170/183
Bacteremia

19.1 vs 14.2 (.005)†
OR, 1.4 (.003)†

21,577 vs 11,688 (.001)†
Not available

Reed 200524

54/89
Hemodialysis bacteremia

16.6 vs 9.3 (.0001)
Not available (.0001)†

28,297 vs 16,066 (.0001)
21,251 vs 13,978 (.012)†

Shorr 200625

38/69
VAP

33 vs 22 (.047)*

Not available

Reference

Lodise 200523

MRSA = methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus; LOS = length of stay; OR = odds ratio; MSSA = methicillin-susceptible S aureus;
*Median instead of mean. †Adjusted for confounding factors. ‡Charge to patient instead of cost to hospital.
VAP = ventilator-associated pneumonia.

instead of costs incurred by hospitals and when
readmissions (of interest to payers) were included
in the calculation of economic burden.18 Although
these differences preclude direct comparison of data
from different studies, the findings consistently
indicate that MRSA is associated with increases
in both the length of hospital stay and cost of
hospitalization, typically on a magnitude of 1.2- to
2-fold increase in morbidity and costs.15 Furthermore,
the increases in both types of morbidity were usually
statistically significant and usually correlated. The
only nonsignificant value was the odds ratio for
increased length of stay, calculated after adjusting
for confounding factors in the analysis by Engemann
and colleagues.18 The authors hypothesized that
this unexpected finding was due to the longer
duration of stay in the ICU among patients with
MRSA infection, which costs more than staying in the
ward and therefore could have increased the overall
cost without increasing the duration of hospitalization.
Of particular interest is total cost attributable to
treating a patient with MRSA infection relative to
treating a patient with MSSA infection, especially
after performing multivariate analysis to adjust for
confounding factors. Cosgrove and colleagues22
reported that MRSA bacteremia had a mean
attributable hospital charge of $6916 and hospital
cost of $3836. These charges were based on total
hospital charges in the hospital’s billing system that
were incurred from the time of onset of MRSA
infection to the end of hospitalization. Hospital costs
were estimated by adjusting charges using the
overall Medicare cost-to-charge ratio for the
institution. Engemann and colleagues18 reported that
MRSA surgical site infection had a mean attributable
hospital charge of $13,901, and did not report
hospital cost; these charges included readmissions.

MORBIDITY

IN THE

COMMUNITY

CA-MRSA infection also appears to be associated
with increased morbidity, but few dedicated studies
have been conducted. Purcell and colleagues26
estimated the economic burden on a pediatric
6

health plan during a 3-year epidemic of CA-MRSA
infections, which usually manifested as cellulitis or
abscess. Total health plan expenses for cellulitis or
abscess doubled (from 1.7% to 3.3%; P<.001), and
per member per month expenses for these 2 types
of infection increased (from $0.74 to $1.19; P<.001).
In contrast, total per member per month expenses
for all diagnoses decreased during the same 3-year
period (from $43.11 to $35.54; P<.001). The authors
did not determine the microbiologic etiology of
cellulitis or abscess; however, it is reasonable to
assume that CA-MRSA infection was associated
with a significant increase in the overall cost of
healthcare from the perspectives of both the
provider and the patient.

DISTRIBUTION

OF

ATTRIBUTABLE COSTS

Methods for calculating cost merit further consideration and a definition of terms. Total cost comprises
both direct and indirect cost. Direct cost refers to
that which is directly related to providing patient
care and that can be attributed to a particular
product or service. Direct cost has 2 components.
The first, fixed direct cost, does not vary with the
volume of patient activity—an example is building
overhead. The second component, variable direct
cost, varies directly and proportionately with
volume—examples include drugs and other supplies.
Nursing staff and other professional personnel are
essential resources to hospitals and often in short
supply; the cost of this resource is an example of a
direct cost, which can be fixed if the staff receives
annual salaries that do not vary with the number of
services provided, or can be variable if employment
varies with the hospital census. For full-time staff,
time allocated to delivery of a specific intervention
(drug delivery and monitoring) can be difficult to
quantify, but has implications for institution resource
utilization. Indirect cost refers to that not directly related to patient care—examples include housekeeping,
medical records, and other administrative services.
A series of 3 studies provide insight regarding the
distribution of attributable costs to MRSA infection.
ISMR Update

Lodise and colleagues23 reported that MRSA
bacteremia was associated with increases in all
3 components of hospital costs relative to MSSA
bacteremia. Specifically, the mean costs for MRSA
infection vs MSSA infection, in descending order
of cost, were as follows:
➤ Variable direct costs including nursing staff:
$9358.37 vs $4497.80 (P<.001)
➤ Fixed indirect costs: $9300.37 vs $4862.95 (P<.001)
➤ Fixed direct costs: $3874.36 vs $1781.96 (P<.001)
Based on the above information, MRSA bacteremia
was associated with a twofold increase for all of the
components.23
Kim and colleagues27 determined the impact of
MRSA infection (n=20) and colonization (n=79) on
healthcare cost and resource utilization in Canadian
hospitals. MRSA infection was associated with
14 additional days and an additional hospital cost
of $14,360 per infection in Canadian dollars in the
late 1990s. Most of these attributable costs were due
to per diem and included the collective costs of
nursing care, housekeeping, laundry, and pharmacy.
Only 4% was due to the cost of antimicrobial
therapy; 1% was due to the cost of microbiological
testing. The authors also calculated the cost of
isolation or barrier precautions for patients with
MRSA colonization based on previous observations,
including the costs of gowns, gloves, and 1 minute
of nursing time, each multiplied by an average of
60 contacts per day of isolation. The hospital costs
were $1363 for each patient in isolation and $109,813
for MRSA surveillance, resulting in total annual costs
of approximately $250,000 for patients who were
infected or colonized with MRSA.27
Plowman and colleagues28 further subdivided the
economic burden and estimated the attributable
cost of nosocomial infections in approximately
4000 adults hospitalized in England (Figure).
Although the authors did not focus on MRSA
infection per se, it is reasonable to assume that
MRSA infections were prevalent in this large analysis.
The exact costs have increased since the data were
collected in the mid-1990s, but it is assumed that
the distribution of those costs has not changed
substantially. As expected, the highest cost,
accounting for 52% of additional cost of nosocomial
infection relative to no infection, was the direct cost
for nurses and other healthcare professionals.
The next highest cost, accounting for 33%, was
hospital overhead, capital charges, and directorate
management. The direct variable cost of treatment
accounted for only 15% of additional costs, such as
drug therapy, other consumables, tests, surgical
interventions, and endoscopy and radiology.
Surprisingly, (but consistent with the previous
study),27 antimicrobial therapy accounted for only
2% of the attributable cost of nosocomial infection
in this large analysis.28
In summary, MRSA clearly adversely affects both
morbidity and mortality. Additionally, the impact of
MRSA can be seen in both hospitalized patients and
outpatients. Given the continuing increase in the
spread of MRSA and the evolution of communityassociated strains of MRSA, this pathogen is likely
to remain a major treatment challenge for clinicians.
ISMR Update

DRIVERS

OF

COST

Inadequate or Delayed Antimicrobial Treatment

Findings from recent studies provide insight about
what factors drive the economic burden of MRSA
relative to infections with MSSA. Kollef and
colleagues29 were among the first to describe the
impact of inadequate antimicrobial treatment,
defined as failure to provide an antimicrobial active
against the culprit pathogen based on the results
of in vitro sensitivity testing. They prospectively
followed a cohort comprised of 2000 critically ill
patients who were consecutively admitted to the
ICU, including 655 patients who had a variety of
infections. Inadequate antimicrobial treatment
was associated with a fourfold increase in hospital
mortality (RR, 4.3; P<.001), and with a twofold
increase in infection-related mortality (RR, 2.4;
P<.001). Furthermore, inadequate antimicrobial
treatment was the most important independent
determinant of hospital mortality for the entire
patient cohort in a logistic regression analysis
(adjusted OR, 4.3; P<.001).29 Others have reported
similar findings that confirm the deleterious effects
of initially inadequate antimicrobial treatment in
patients with bacteremia.30,31
Moreover, delaying antimicrobial treatment is
associated with increased mortality and morbidity
in patients with staphylococcal bacteremia. Lodise
and colleagues32 evaluated 167 consecutive episodes
of S aureus bacteremia during a 2-year period. Use
of classification and regression tree analysis (CART)
revealed that the mortality breakpoint between
early and delayed treatment was 45 hours. After
controlling for severity of illness and other risk
factors, delayed treatment was an independent
predictor of infection-related mortality (OR, 3.8;
P=.01) and was associated with a longer duration
of hospitalization (adjusted mean, 20.2 days vs
14.3 days; P=.05). Furthermore, MRSA infection was
the most significant predictor of delayed treatment
as determined by both univariate analysis (P<.001)
and logistic regression analysis (OR, 8.3; 95%
confidence interval [CI], 2.6-16.8).32 Others have
also reported that inappropriate or delayed
antimicrobial treatment is an independent predictor
of infection-related,33,34 but not all-cause,35 mortality.
These findings may explain some of the differing
results noted in various analyses designed to
evaluate the impact of MRSA on morbidity and
mortality. Many authors of the previously described
studies15,18,19,22 did not consider inappropriate or
delayed antimicrobial treatment when they adjusted
for potential confounding factors.
In contrast, appropriate initial antimicrobial treatment
was one of the prospectively defined inclusion ¸
criteria in the analysis by Combes and colleagues.36
In their cohort of 171 patients with ventilatorassociated pneumonia due to either MSSA or to
MRSA, all subjects received initially appropriate
antimicrobial treatment. For those with MRSA, this
was defined as use of high-dose vancomycin
(15 mg/kg, dosed to a trough of 15-20 mcg/mL).
No linezolid was used in this evaluation. As one
might predict, MRSA infection was associated with
an increased crude mortality at 28 days; specifically,
those with MRSA were nearly 3 times more likely
7

to die when compared with those with MSSA
pneumonia (OR, 2.6; P=.001). However, in the
Combes multivariate analysis, MRSA infection was
not a significant predictor of death (OR, 1.7; P=.22).36
Despite these observations, a subsequent analysis25
of the same cohort focused on morbidity. This analysis
was limited to the 107 patients who survived beyond
the stay in the ICU, in order to eliminate confounding
due to the timing of death in the ICU. Those suffering from MRSA infection spent 11 additional days in
the ICU (P=.047; Table). Controlling for multiple confounders including severity of illness and chronic
health state revealed that MRSA (relative to MSSA)
doubled the need for continued ICU stay (hazard
ratio [HR], 2.1; P=.03).25
Collectively, these findings suggest that appropriate
antimicrobial treatment can minimize the attributable
mortality of MRSA, but the morbidity problem persists
when vancomycin is chosen as the antimicrobial
agent. Vancomycin became available more than
50 years ago but rapidly fell out of favor as other
antimicrobial agents were deemed to be more
effective and less toxic.37 As gram-positive cocci
developed resistance to other antimicrobial agents,
vancomycin regained popularity and became the
standard treatment for patients with MRSA infection.
More recently, the role of vancomycin has again
been questioned in the treatment of MRSA infection
because of antimicrobial, pharmacokinetic, and clinical considerations. First, vancomycin may be less
rapidly bactericidal than semisynthetic penicillins
for the treatment of severe S aureus infection.38,39
Second, vancomycin concentrations in lung tissue40
and pulmonary lining fluid41 are low relative to plasma
concentrations. In a vancomycin lung penetration
study, the lung tissue:serum concentration ratio
ranged from 0.24 (at 1 hour) to 0.41 (at 12 hours),
after 1 g of vancomycin was infused over 30
minutes. Of more concern was the fact that nearly
half the patients whose samples were measured
12 hours postdose had undetectable levels of
vancomycin in lung tissue.
In epithelial lining fluid (ELF), the vancomycin
blood-to-ELF ratio of drug penetration was 6:1.
Third, vancomycin was associated with lower
clinical cure and survival rates than was linezolid in
a retrospective analysis42 of 2 randomized studies of
patients with ventilator-associated pneumonia due
to MRSA. A prospective randomized trial of linezolid
vs vancomycin for ventilator-associated pneumonia
is currently under way to validate the findings of this
subset analysis. Vancomycin was also found to have
significantly lower rates of clinical and microbiologic
success rates for MRSA surgical site infections
and complicated skin and soft tissue infections in
prospective, open-label, comparator-controlled,
multicenter studies that included patients with
suspected or proven MRSA complicated skin and
soft tissue infections and surgical site infections.43,44
Another aspect of vancomycin use is the need for
intravenous administration, which can increase
economic burden by prolonging the duration of
hospitalization or by necessitating special
arrangements for administration in the outpatient
setting. Although drug administration costs less in
8

an outpatient setting than in an inpatient setting,
administering vancomycin to outpatients remains
expensive because of resource utilization and the
costs of drugs and supplies.45 Tice and colleagues45
reported that, in addition to the cost, outpatient
administration of vancomycin was associated with
other problems such as the inconvenience of
twice-daily administration, pharmacokinetic
monitoring, and adverse events in 11% of patients.
Furthermore, they reported that the cost of drug
acquisition, nursing time, supplies for outpatient
IV vancomycin therapy, IV line placement and
replacement, management costs, and laboratory
costs were quite high and substantially greater than
the average daily reimbursement of approximately
$300 estimated from 4 different healthcare payers.
Four antimicrobial agents provide alternatives to
vancomycin with effective activity against MRSA:
quinupristin/dalfopristin, daptomycin, tigecycline,
and linezolid. Like vancomycin, quinupristin/
dalfopristin, tigecycline, and daptomycin must be
administered parenterally. Unlike vancomycin,
linezolid has 100% bioavailability46 and is therefore
suitable for oral administration.

ECONOMIC IMPACT OF
NEW AGENTS WITH MRSA ACTIVITY
To date, the only newly approved agent with
MRSA activity and demonstrated economic
advantage over vancomycin is linezolid.
The economic benefits of linezolid are attributable
to improved clinical outcomes47,48 and to savings
associated with the switch from intravenous to oral
administration.48-51 In general, intravenous therapy
is more expensive than oral therapy given the indirect
cost related to the preparation of intravenous agents
and their administration to the patient, irrespective
of whether they are treated in the hospital or at
home. These higher administration costs have
recently been shown to offset the greater acquisition
cost of linezolid relative to vancomycin. Benefits
have been demonstrated in 5 studies of patients
with different types of infections, including
ventilator-associated pneumonia (Shorr),47 suspected
methicillin-resistant staphylococcal infections
(Parodi),51 skin and soft tissue infection (Sharpe,
Itani),48,49 and infections treated in outpatient settings
(McKinnon).50 Two of the studies were based on
hypothetical modeling47,51; the others were based on
participants in randomized studies48,49 and a very
large group of outpatients.50
Shorr and colleagues47 used decision model analysis
and took a societal perspective to estimate the
incremental cost-effectiveness of linezolid treatment
relative to vancomycin treatment, in a hypothetical
cohort of 1000 patients with ventilator-associated
pneumonia. Assumptions were based on a previous
analysis42 demonstrating that linezolid was an
independent predictor of clinical cure and survival
for all patients with ventilator-associated pneumonia,
as well as for the subsets with documented
staphylococcal infection or with MRSA infection.
In the economic analysis,47 incremental costs included
the higher direct cost of linezolid, together with the
higher cost for survivors during hospitalization and
after discharge. The incremental cost-effectiveness
ISMR Update

linezolid on length of stay
in the hospital. This study
was powered specifically
to be able to detect an
effect on duration of
hospitalization. In this
trial, vancomycin was
administered intravenously
2.2% Surgery
and, if the pathogen was
MSSA, switched to a
3.4% Consumables
semisynthetic penicillin.
Linezolid could be
Endoscopy
1.3% & Radiology
initiated as oral therapy or
switched from intravenous
3.0% Pathology & Tests
to oral therapy. Linezolid
treatment was associated
3.5% Other Drugs
with clinical outcomes
that were at least
1.8% Antimicrobials
equivalent to those of
vancomycin treatment;
additionally, significantly
higher clinical response
rates (88.6% vs 66.9%;
P<.001) were noted in the
subset of patients with
MRSA infections.43 In the economic analysis,49
linezolid treatment was associated with a shorter
mean duration of hospitalization in the intent-totreat analysis relative to vancomycin treatment
(mean, 7.4 vs 9.8 days; P<.0001) and in the subset
with MRSA infection (mean, 8.1 vs 10.7 days; P=.003).
Although it was not possible to quantify the exact
economic benefits in this large study,49 findings
from previous studies25,48,51 indicate that reducing the
duration of hospitalization by 2 days will yield
substantial savings in healthcare cost and
resource utilization.

Figure. Distribution of additional healthcare costs incurred
by infected patients relative to uninfected patients.28

Overhead, Captial
Changes &
Management

33%
Treatment

15%
Nursing &
Professional Staff

52%

Adapted from Plowman R, et al. J Hosp Infect. 2001;47:198-209.

of linezolid was approximately $30,000 per
quality-adjusted life-year, which compared favorably
with the accepted standard of $100,000.52 This
also compared favorably to a number of other
interventions routinely undertaken in the ICU.
Parodi and colleagues51 estimated the potential
savings associated with early switch from intravenous
vancomycin to oral linezolid treatment for suspected
methicillin-resistant staphylococcal infections, a
switch that would result in earlier discharge from the
hospital. They considered the direct variable costs of
drug acquisition and specialty-based hospital bed
costs, which ranged from approximately $1000 per
patient for the rehabilitation or transitional care unit
to $2500 per patient for the ICU at the Veterans
Administration Greater Los Angeles System.
Switching from intravenous vancomycin to oral
linezolid, it was determined, would yield an
estimated mean decrease in the duration of
hospitalization of 3.3 days and a mean savings
of $3478 per treatment episode.51
Sharpe and colleagues48 documented clinical and
economic benefits in 60 patients with complicated
MRSA infections of the skin and soft tissue who were
randomly assigned to receive treatment with intravenous vancomycin or oral linezolid. Linezolid was
associated with higher clinical cure or improvement
rates vs vancomycin (97% vs 43%; P<.02) and fewer
amputations of lower extremities (0 vs 7; P=.01). The
duration of hospitalization was 3 days shorter in the
linezolid group (P=.003), resulting in an average
savings of $6438 in total hospital charges to the
patient. Linezolid also had a lower median outpatient
charge than did vancomycin ($103 vs $200; P<.001).
Itani and colleagues49 analyzed the outcomes in
a multinational study of 1200 patients who had
complicated skin and soft tissue infections and who
were randomly assigned to receive treatment with
vancomycin or linezolid. This was a prospective trial
unlike several earlier analyses of the impact of
ISMR Update

McKinnon and colleagues50 studied patients treated
with intravenous vancomycin or oral linezolid in an
outpatient setting during a 2-year period.
Approximately 2000 patients were matched for
variables such as demographic characteristics,
comorbidities, and payer and plan type. Oral
linezolid treatment was associated with less resource
utilization as measured by duration of hospitalization
(mean, 1.7 vs 2.2 days; P=.02), physician office visits
(P<.0001), laboratory and diagnostic tests (P<.0001),
and other outpatient services (P<.0001). In contrast,
patients treated with intravenous vancomycin were
more likely to require hospitalization (OR, 1.3;
95% CI, 1.1-1.6) and to visit the emergency
department (OR, 1.5; 95% CI, 1.2-2.0). These
differences more than offset the higher acquisition
cost of linezolid ($1485 vs $333), resulting in a lower
total healthcare cost for outpatients treated with
oral linezolid (mean, $8922 vs $13,552; P<.0001).50

CONCLUSIONS
MRSA infection places a substantial burden on
healthcare cost and resource utilization. Outcomes
studies confirm that the attributable cost of MRSA
infection is substantial, albeit variable, and statistically
significant, relative to MSSA infection; this is evident
in both inpatient and outpatient settings and across
a range of infection types. Although antimicrobial
treatment costs comprise a small percentage of total
healthcare costs, prompt initiation of an appropriate
9

agent can reduce the overall cost of healthcare.
Experience with MRSA also indicates that, in certain
instances, novel interventions may prove economically
attractive, despite their acquisition costs, because of
their effect on length of stay and secondary drug
administration charges. Additional studies are needed
to document the benefit of newer antimicrobial
agents and other innovative interventions on
healthcare cost and resource utilization.
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CE Posttest

Select the single-letter response that best answers the question or completes the sentence.

1) Both direct and indirect costs are taken into account when
conducting pharmacoeconomic studies. The cost of hospital staff
(nurses, pharmacists, etc) is considered:
a. Fixed direct costs
b. Variable direct costs
c. Indirect costs
d. Fixed or variable direct costs, depending on full-time
vs part-time employment status
e. Fixed or variable costs, depending on the level of benefits
the employee receives
2) In the meta-analysis of 31 studies on MRSA infections by Cosgrove
and colleagues, MRSA infections were associated with:
a. An approximate twofold increase in mortality for the main group,
which was also seen in subgroup analysis that adjusted for
comorbidities and severity of disease
b. An approximate twofold increase in mortality for the main group,
but no differences in the subgroup analysis that adjusted for
comorbidities and severity of disease
c. No effect on mortality in the main group analysis, but an
approximate twofold increase in subgroup analysis for
comorbidities or disease severity
3) In the cost analysis by Lodise and colleagues that compared MRSA
and MSSA infections in a hospital setting, higher cost for MRSA infection
was observed for the:
a. Variable direct costs
b. Fixed direct costs
c. Indirect costs
d. Variable and fixed direct costs, but not the indirect costs
e. All 3 cost groups
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4) In the ICU-based study by Kollef, as well as hospital-wide studies
by Lodise et al, delayed administration of appropriate antibiotics is
associated with:
a. Higher mortality in the ICU patients but not in other
hospitalized patients
b. Higher mortality in both the ICU and hospital population
c. No impact on mortality, but significant increases in morbidity
5) True or False: In a decision-model economic analysis, Shorr et al
incorporated clinical trial data to show that linezolid is a cost-effective
therapy for VAP.
6) In a prospective study of appropriate initial antibiotic treatment
Combes et al observed that ventilator-associated pneumonia (VAP),
due to MRSA was associated with:
a. A 3-day longer ICU stay compared with MSSA VAP
b. A 5-day longer ICU stay compared with MSSA VAP
c. A 7-day longer ICU stay compared with MSSA VAP
d. An 11-day longer ICU stay compared with MSSA VAP
e. No difference in ICU stay
7) True or False: In the study by Tice et al, the total cost estimates
for outpatient vancomycin therapy included: drug acquisition cost,
IV supplies, nursing time, cost of IV line placement and replacement,
and management costs.
8) In the 2-year cost comparison of IV vancomycin and PO linezolid
by McKinnon et al, IV vancomycin was associated with:
a. Greater resource utilization compared with linezolid
b. Lower overall cost compared with linezolid
c. Fewer visits to the emergency department compared with linezolid
d. Less use of laboratory and diagnostic testing compared
with linezolid
e. None of the above
Posttest Answers (circle the correct answer)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
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b
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5. Suggestions for future CE topics:
_____________________________________________________________
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